
Jhin stood on the gigantic stage, his gaze sweeping across the full theatre. He saw masked                
men and women returning his stare. The sight of an audience made the murderer swell with                
pride.  

 
“Don’t you just love our audience tonight?” Jhin inquired, his eyes shifting focus to a               

corner of the stage. A man and woman were tied back to back, their eyes full of terror.  
 
After a moment of hesitation, the male asked, “What audience?”  
 
The hitman’s excitement dispersed almost immediately. He started to take aim at the             

couple. The crowd began to roar in excitement, standing from their seats and waving their               
playbills in the air.  

 
“I was foolish to think an ignorant fool like you would care about our guests. You are                 

blind,” Jhin spat. “The world doesn’t need someone who is blind to the arts!”  
 
The woman screamed, struggling against her bonds. Click. Jhin switched the safety off.             

Why did his weapon have a safety lock? His fingers wound around the trigger.  
 
As Jhin concentrated, the setting began to morph into a twisted world from within his               

mind. He could not hear the screaming, the chanting, anything and everything. Through the mask               
that clung to his face, imprisoning his senses yet heightening them, he saw his target like a                 
bullseye painted on a stack of hay. There was the man, paralyzed with fear, being jostled about                 
by the woman’s panicked movements.  

 
Jhin smiled. Moments like these were what he lived for.  
 
He aimed at the space just above the man’s head, pressing against the trigger. BANG!               

The bullet ripped through the air at an impressive speed, piercing through the wooden beam. It                
broke into splinters upon impact. The roof mourned the loss of a beam, groaning as the entire                 
stage shuddered violently. There goes one.  
 

Jhin lowered his gun slightly, changing targets. BANG.  
 
This time, the bullet ripped through the empty air. He shuddered with delight as it seemed                

to dance. He thought of a ballerina, her skirt bouncing with her delicate movements as she                
danced across the stage towards its victim. There went another.  

 



Jhin turned himself away from his assistants, inhaling. He started to catwalk across the              
stage. The twisted fantasy in his head began to fix itself. He could once again hear his audience                  
and the panicked screaming. 

 
As he listened to the hollering coming from the audience, Jhin pulled his gun up to his                 

chest and began to dance with it. As he swayed and stepped into a rhythmic dance, he let himself                   
examine the work of art he fabricated.  

 
A marvelous pool of blood was slowly trickling across the wooden floor. He watched the               

blood twist itself into multitudes of flower petals. In a sense, he was seeing life blossom from                 
this man’s death. He began to treasure his work further. 

 
The woman was no longer screaming. Instead, she was fighting to escape. He noted              

petals covered her pale body. Beside her, the man had a hole within his chest. Ah, but look! A                   
gigantic flower was blooming before Jhin’s eyes, shining beneath the stage lights. 

 
This flower brought joy to Jhin’s very core! The poor man’s heart lacked love; love for                

the arts. He did not see the massive crowd looming before the stage. So, the bullet restored his                  
sight; it had whispered his name as it sliced through the air; it had welcomed his heart into its                   
waiting arms.  

 
“Don’t you love our audience?” Jhin winked at the audience as he asked the question,               

hearing them all break into uniform laughter. When the woman didn’t answer, he repeated his               
question.  

 
“Y-Yes,” the woman choked out. She was petrified.  

 
“Lying again?” Jhin sighed. “If only you had see… They are cheering. They love the               

show.” 
 

For a moment, the murderer paused.  
 
Then, he began to tap his leg.  
 
Suddenly, his arm jerked up, and he aimed his gun before pulling the trigger. BANG. The                

bullet flew through the air, heading for its target. The rope constraining the woman broke               
beneath the power of the shot, freeing her. Three…  

 



“Leave. I have no use for you,” Jhin said. He watched as the woman scrambled up,                
slipping on the petals that littered the stage. She stole a glance at the man before she turned and                   
started to jog down the steps off to the side of the stage. She didn’t look back as she bolted for                     
the exit.  

 
The audience began to chant in excitement. She paid them no attention and ran towards               

her sweet freedom. 
 
He smiled as she neared the exit. Her heels touched the tip of a hidden weapon, the sharp                  

blade cutting into her shoes. It exploded beneath her, knocking her backwards. Beautiful shards              
of diamonds covered the space where her legs had been. Jhin hopped off of the stage, waltzing                 
towards her.  

 
“You know, now that I think about it, I do have a use for you!” Jhin knelt down beside                   

her, studying her face. It was twisted in pain.  
 

“Has anyone ever told you that you are beautiful?” Jhin whispered, reaching down and              
touching her cheek. She didn’t make an effort to push his hand away.  

 
“In fact, you are as beautiful as a flower. I think that face of yours would be… A lovely                   

addition to my collection.” 
 

He rose, starting to walk back to the stage. The crowd’s applause were filling his ears,                
consuming his thoughts. With each step, he calculated what it would take to kill the woman, yet                 
leave her face pure. Jhin pulled himself onto the stage. 

 
Unblinking, Jhin focused the gun onto the woman. She stared at him, her eyes pleading.               

The crowd started to disappear one by one. Soon, it was only Jhin and the woman, with the                  
exception of the man’s body. The audience had never existed…  

 
Jhin began to laugh, not realizing that the theatre was empty save for him and his victims.                 

As his laugh filled the empty room, he pulled the trigger once more. BANG.  


